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The word school, a seemingly simple word, but with

endless meanings. For some it is a simple common

noun, but in my student heart, it means a lot. I say it

means a lot because most of my time I spend at

school, this being my second home, my second

family.

The school can be compared to a cage. Not the cage where loneliness and

captivity predominate, but the place where we, the little bird chickens still

in development, travel long, but the wonderful flying lesson called

education. During the lesson we have many experiences that arouse our

feelings of fulfillment and motivate us to continue. The teachers, in this

story, are the wise birds that help us every hour, every day to catch wings,

to fly. After we have accumulated enough knowledge and our wings are

ready, we will ascend on an unlimited flight to success. Our successes make

us stronger, bigger and the more we grow, the wiser we will be as our

teachers. School is the place where we learn, grow, experiment.
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I am a student in the eighth grade and

I am at the School Center for Inclusive

Education Turnu Roșu in the third grade.

What can I say about school? I can say it's

a second family to me. Here I spend

8 hours a day and I feel that this is the place where I am well received,

accepted, helped to learn. Like most of my colleagues, before I came to

this school, I went to another school. There I couldn't keep up with my

coolies as much as I was struggling. The parents at home didn't have time

to sit down with me to do my lessons, so I was staying at school more and

more. I was very unhappy, the adults would say frustrated, I was doing a

lot of bad because that was the only way I could say that. Eventually my

parents decided to change my school. At first I rebelled because I didn't

want another school, I didn't like school and I wanted to quit. Since I

couldn't decide this, I was taken to the school where I am now a student. I

remember being very excited, I could say scared. When I arrived at the

new school, I was warmly welcomed by the teachers and accepted by

other colleagues. I quickly made friends. My colleagues were nice to me

and the ladies would only say nice things about me. Now a student in the
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eighth grade I can say that I have

learned many beautiful things that will

help me in life. I like to get involved in

extracurricular activities. I learned folk

dances from Mrs. Norica, I am involved

in school holidays and I participate in many competitions. All of this

happens because of the involvement of my teachers.

Before writing these lines, I advised with a few colleagues. I wanted

to find out if they also feel the same way as I do when it comes to school,

and I was pleasantly surprised to find that they think the same way as I do.

The colleagues told me that they are feeling good at school and that they

want to come again next year, in the ninth grade, also here. Wow, I was so

glad we were together for four more years.

I am very happy to be able to go to school daily and to feel like I am

in the family.
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Every morning I wake up with the desire to go to school to

learn and discover new things.

The teachers are understanding and loving, and the students are

attentive and very kind. Together they form a family, who is with you at

all times, for better or worse. If I ever have to go to another school, I

will not leave, because in this place I found peace and true friends.

I spend most of my life at school; there I feel at home and I notice how

the irreversible passage of time keeps my pleasant memories in an

unforgettable album.

Elev clasa 
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